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Combined-Modality Therapy With Radiation
and Chemotherapy for Elderly Patients
With Glioblastoma in the Temozolomide Era
A National Cancer Database Analysis
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IMPORTANCE The optimal management for elderly patients with glioblastoma (GBM) is
controversial. Following maximal safe resection or biopsy, accepted treatment paradigms for
elderly patients with GBM include combined-modality therapy (CMT) with both radiotherapy
(RT) and chemotherapy (CT), RT alone, and CT alone.

OBJECTIVE To evaluate the overall survival (OS) outcomes associated with RT, CT, and CMT
for elderly patients with GBM in the modern temozolomide era.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS In this retrospective cohort study of a prospectively
maintained, multi-institutional national cancer registry, the National Cancer Database was
queried for elderly patients (�65 years) with newly diagnosed GBM from January 1, 2005,
through December 31, 2011, with complete data sets for RT, CT, tumor resection,
Charlson-Deyo comorbidity scores, age, sex, and year of diagnosis. Data analysis was
performed from October 2015 through December 2015.

INTERVENTIONS Combined-modality therapy, RT, CT.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Survival by treatment cohort was estimated using the
Kaplan-Meier method and analyzed using the log rank test, univariate and multivariate Cox
models, and propensity score–matched analyses.

RESULTS A total of 16 717 patients (median [range] age, 73 [65-�90 y]; 8870 [53%] male)
were identified. The median OS by treatment was 9.0 (95% CI, 8.8-9.3) months with CMT
(8435 patients), 4.7 (95% CI, 4.5-5.0) months with RT alone (1693 patients), 4.3 (95% CI,
4.0-4.7) months with CT alone (1018 patients), and 2.8 (95% CI, 2.8-2.9) months with no
therapy (5571 patients) (P < .001). On multivariate analysis, CMT was superior to both CT
alone (hazard ratio, 1.50 [95% CI, 1.40-1.60]; P < .001) and RT alone (hazard ratio, 1.47 [95%
CI, 1.39-1.55]; P < .001), whereas no differences were observed between CT alone vs RT alone
(P = .60). Propensity score–matched analyses redemonstrated improved OS with CMT over
CT alone (P = .002) and RT alone (P < .001); no differences were observed between CT alone
vs RT alone (P = .44). On subgroup analyses, a consistent OS advantage was observed with
CMT over both CT alone and RT alone across each age stratification (65-69, 70-74, 75-79, and
�80 years) and among patients treated with or without tumor resection (all P < .001).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this analysis of multimodality therapy for elderly patients
with GBM, OS was superior with CMT compared with CT alone and RT alone. Survival was
similar between CT alone and RT alone, and both CT alone and RT alone were superior to no
therapy. This analysis supports the use of CMT for suitable elderly candidates.
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F or elderly patients (≥65 years) with newly diagnosed glio-
blastoma (GBM), the optimal integration of radio-
therapy (RT) and chemotherapy (CT) represents an on-

going controversy in the field of neuro-oncology. Although level
I evidence exists to support an overall survival (OS) advan-
tage of RT over best supportive care (BSC),1 2 randomized trials
evaluating elderly populations have demonstrated no advan-
tage of RT alone over CT alone with temozolomide, and sub-
group analyses from each of these trials suggest that CT may
be the more important single-modality therapy for patients
with O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) pro-
moter-methylated tumors.2,3 Nevertheless, elderly patients
who present with a favorable performance status are often suit-
able candidates for combined-modality therapy (CMT) with
both RT and CT, which is offered as the standard of care for
younger patients.4-6

At present, no randomized data are available for elderly
patients with GBM to clarify the effect on OS of CMT vs RT alone
or CT alone. In this analysis, using data from the National Can-
cer Database (NCDB) we evaluated associated OS outcomes for
CMT, RT, and CT for elderly patients with GBM in the modern
temozolomide era.

Methods
The NCDB is a hospital-based cancer registry that collects data
from American College of Surgeons–Commission on Cancer ac-
credited facilities. The database is sponsored by the Ameri-
can College of Surgeons and the American Cancer Society and
includes approximately 70% of all malignant cancers diag-
nosed in the United States.7 Patient demographic character-
istics, comorbidities, tumor characteristics, and overall sur-
vival (OS) are recorded, as well as therapies delivered during
the first course of treatment and prior to any documented dis-
ease progression including surgery, RT, and CT. This analysis
was performed with the approval of the University of Colo-
rado School of Medicine institutional review board.

The NCDB was queried for patients 65 years of age or older3

with newly diagnosed GBM, with complete data sets for RT,
CT, surgery, Charlson-Deyo comorbidity score, age, sex, and
year of diagnosis. Molecular data including MGMT status were
not available for analysis. The search was confined to the years
2005 or later in an effort to limit analyses to the temozolo-
mide era for GBM management. The landmark EORTC-NCIC
trial, published in 2005, demonstrated improved OS with the
addition of temozolomide to RT and established temozolo-
mide as the standard CT agent for adult GBM.6 It is important
to note, however, that data regarding specific CT agents ad-
ministered are not available in the NCDB. Patterns of care analy-
ses suggest that temozolomide-based regimens may have been
administered in approximately 97% of patients receiving sys-
temic CT for GBM even during the early years of this study
interval.8,9 Cases in which death occurred within 1 month of
diagnosis were omitted from analysis. Therapeutic RT was de-
fined as 10 to 35 fractions (Fx) to coincide with the minimum
Fx number to show equivalence to the standard regimen of 60
Gy delivered over 30 Fx in a randomized trial specific to el-

derly patients.2 Radiotherapy to 9 Fx or less was considered
palliative and was not used to define treatment cohort status.
For analysis, patients were divided into treatment cohorts in-
cluding CMT with both RT and CT, CT alone, RT alone, and no
therapy.

Survival was estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method.
Univariate comparisons were performed using the log rank test
and unadjusted Cox proportional hazards models. Multivari-
ate comparisons were made using Cox models adjusted for vari-
ables selected a priori including comorbidity score, age, sex,
race, year of diagnosis, and tumor resection. The propor-
tional hazards assumption was assessed for covariates in all
final models and returned no significant results.10(pp161-200)

Median follow-up was calculated using the reverse Kaplan-
Meier method.

To further account for confounding variables, propensity
score–matched analyses were performed to compare the sur-
vival outcomes among the 3 treatment cohorts (CMT vs CT
alone, CMT vs RT alone, and CT alone vs RT alone). Signifi-
cance levels for pairwise propensity score–matched compari-
sons were corrected using the Bonferroni method to reduce
the likelihood of a type I error.11 One-to-one matching with-
out replacement was completed using the nearest-neighbor
match on the logit of the propensity score for treatment ap-
proach (derived from age, sex, race, year, comorbidity, and tu-
mor resection status). The caliper width was 0.05 × the stan-
dard deviation of the logit of the propensity score,12 which is
estimated to eliminate more than 99% of the bias due to con-
founding variables.13

Results
Our search returned 16 717 patients at least 65 years old with
newly diagnosed GBM from 2005 to 2011. The median (range)
age was 73 (65-≥90) years, and 8870 (53%) were male. A total
of 8435 (50%) patients received CMT, 1693 (10%) received RT
alone, 1018 (6%) received CT alone, and 5571 (33%) received
no therapy. Treatment patterns over time are displayed in
Figure 1 (corresponding percentages are displayed in eTable 1
in the Supplement). The median and mode number of RT Fx
was 30 (range, 10-35 Fx). Patient characteristics are displayed

Key Points
Question What are the associated survival outcomes for elderly
patients (�65 years) with glioblastoma treated with radiotherapy
(RT), chemotherapy (CT), and combined-modality therapy with RT
and CT?

Findings In this cohort study of more than 16 000 patients,
combined-modality therapy was associated with significantly
better median survival than RT alone or CT alone, with benefits
that remained significant on multivariate analyses, propensity
score matching, and in all age and tumor resection subgroups.

Meaning This analysis supports the use of combined-modality
therapy for elderly patients with newly diagnosed glioblastoma,
similar to strategies used in younger patients.
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in Table 1. Increases in CMT administration were observed in
the setting of tumor resections, younger age, male sex, white
race, lower comorbidity scores, and during the latter years of
the study interval.

At last follow-up, 15 677 patients (94%) were deceased. The
median (range) follow-up was 49.5 (1-105) months. Kaplan-
Meier OS estimates are displayed in Figure 2. The median OS
estimates were 9.0 (95% CI, 8.8-9.3) months for patients

Figure 1. Treatment Patterns by Year of Diagnosis for Patients
at Least 65 Years Old in the National Cancer Database
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Table 1. Patient Characteristics

Characteristic
Total, No.
(N = 16 717)

No. (%)

P Value
CMT
(n = 8435)

RT Alone
(n = 1693)

CT Alone
(n = 1018)

No Therapy
(n = 5571)

Age, y

65 to 69 5147 3382 (66) 355 (7) 310 (6) 1100 (21)

<.001
70 to 74 4312 2443 (57) 403 (9) 277 (6) 1189 (28)

75 to 79 3573 1619 (45) 409 (11) 244 (7) 1301 (36)

≥80 3685 991 (27) 526 (14) 187 (5) 1981 (54)

Sex

Male 8870 4809 (54) 839 (9) 545 (6) 2677 (30)
<.001

Female 7847 3626 (46) 854 (11) 473 (6) 2894 (37)

Race

White 15 471 7893 (51) 1532 (10) 954 (6) 5092 (33)

<.001Black 701 310 (44) 98 (14) 34 (5) 259 (37)

Other/unreported 545 232 (43) 63 (12) 30 (6) 220 (40)

Charlson-Deyo comorbidity score

0 11 056 5872 (53) 1109 (10) 664 (6) 3411 (31)

<.0011 3416 1646 (48) 326 (10) 205 (6) 1239 (36)

≥2 2245 917 (41) 258 (11) 149 (7) 921 (41)

Year of diagnosis

2005 to 2008 8932 4307 (48) 1044 (12) 546 (6) 3035 (34)
<.001

2009 to 2011 7785 4128 (53) 649 (8) 472 (6) 2536 (33)

Surgery

Biopsy only 5337 1915 (36) 672 (13) 243 (5) 2507 (47)
<.001

Tumor resection 11 380 6520 (57) 1021 (9) 775 (7) 3064 (27)

Last follow-up

Living 1040 690 65 61 224 NA

Deceased 15 677 7745 1628 957 5347

Abbreviations: CMT, combined-modality therapy (RT and CT); CT, chemotherapy; NA, not applicable; RT, radiation therapy.

Figure 2. Overall Survival (OS) by Treatment Group
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receiving CMT, 4.7 (95% CI, 4.5-5.0) months with RT alone, 4.3
(95% CI, 4.0-4.7) months with CT alone, and 2.8 (95% CI, 2.8-
2.9) months with no therapy (P < .001). On univariate sur-
vival analysis, when compared with CMT, the hazard of mor-
tality was increased for patients treated with RT alone (HR, 1.73
[95% CI, 1.64-1.82]; P < .001), CT alone (HR, 1.56 [95% CI, 1.46-
1.67]; P < .001), and no therapy (HR, 2.59 [95% CI, 2.50-
2.68]; P < .001).

On multivariate survival analyses adjusted for tumor re-
section, comorbidity scores, age, sex, race, and year, CMT re-
mained superior to RT alone (HR, 1.47 [95% CI, 1.39-1.55];
P < .001), CT alone (HR, 1.50 [95% CI, 1.40-1.60]; P < .001), and
no therapy (HR, 2.15 [95% CI, 2.07-2.23]; P < .001) (Table 2).
No significant differences were observed between CT alone and
RT alone (RT alone HR, 0.98 [95% CI, 0.90-1.06]; P = .60). In
the same model, when compared with no therapy, a reduc-
tion in the hazard of mortality was observed with CT alone (HR,
0.70 [95% CI, 0.65-0.75]; P < .001), RT alone (HR, 0.68 [95%
CI, 0.65-0.72]; P < .001), and CMT (HR, 0.47 [95% CI, 0.45-
0.48]; P < .001) (eTable 2 in the Supplement).

Propensity score–matched analyses with one-to-one
matching were performed to compare the survival outcomes
within the 3 treatment cohorts. Patient characteristics were well
balanced overall with the exception of small differences in race
(eTables 3-5 in the Supplement). The corrected α value for sig-

nificance was set at P = .017. On comparison of 1017 CT alone
with 1017 matched CMT patients, the hazard of mortality re-
mained increased for patients treated with CT alone (HR, 1.15
[95% CI, 1.05-1.26]; P = .002) vs those treated with CMT. Simi-
larly, on comparison of 1643 RT alone with 1643 matched CMT
patients, the hazard of mortality remained increased for pa-
tients treated with RT alone (HR, 1.21 [95% CI, 1.12-1.29];
P < .001) vs those treated with CMT. On comparison of 977 CT
alone with 977 matched RT alone patients, no differences in
OS were observed (RT alone HR, 0.97 [95% CI, 0.88-1.06];
P = .44).

Subgroup analyses evaluating the effect of treatment were
performed for stratifications by age (65-69, 70-74, 75-79, and
≥80 years) and tumor resection (eTable 6 in the Supplement).
When stratified by age, the magnitude of the observed OS ad-
vantage with CMT over single-modality therapy remained con-
sistent across all age subgroups (HRs with RT alone or CT alone,
range 1.44-1.73, all P < .001). Kaplan-Meier OS estimates by
treatment for each age subgroup are displayed in Figure 3.
When stratified by tumor resection, the observed OS advan-
tage with CMT over single-modality therapy was also consis-
tent for patients treated with and without tumor resection (HRs
with RT alone or CT alone, range 1.46-1.59, all P < .001). No sig-
nificant differences were observed between CT alone and RT
alone within any age or tumor resection subgroup.

Table 2. Overall Survival Analysesa

Variable

Survival Analysis, HR (95% CI)

Multivariate P Value Univariate P Value
Treatment

CMT 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

Radiation therapy alone 1.466 (1.388-1.549) <.001 1.725 (1.635-1.820) <.001

Chemotherapy alone 1.498 (1.400-1.602) <.001 1.563 (1.462-1.672) <.001

No therapy 2.151 (2.072-2.233) <.001 2.587 (2.497-2.681) <.001

Age, y

65 to 69 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

70 to 74 1.173 (1.124-1.223) <.001 1.246 (1.195-1.300) <.001

75 to 79 1.414 (1.352-1.479) <.001 1.626 (1.555-1.700) <.001

≥80 1.615 (1.541-1.692) <.001 2.292 (2.193-2.396) <.001

Sex

Male 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

Female 0.992 (0.961-1.024) .61 1.086 (1.053-1.121) <.001

Race

White 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

Black 0.840 (0.776-0.910) <.001 0.920 (0.850-0.996) .04

Other/unreported 0.744 (0.679-0.814) <.001 0.819 (0.748-0.897) <.001

Charlson-Deyo comorbidity score

0 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

1 1.103 (1.060-1.148) <.001 1.160 (1.115-1.207) <.001

≥2 1.295 (1.236-1.357) <.001 1.375 (1.312-1.440) <.001

Year of diagnosis

2005-2008 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

2009-2011 0.954 (0.925-0.985) .004 0.916 (0.887-0.945) <.001

Surgery

Biopsy only 1 [Reference] 1 [Reference]

Tumor resection 0.581 (0.561-0.602) <.001 0.480 (0.464-0.497) <.001

Abbreviations: CMT,
combined-modality therapy
(radiotherapy and chemotherapy);
HR, hazard ratio.
a Multivariate analyses are adjusted

for the levels as shown for
treatment, age, sex, race,
comorbidity score, year of
diagnosis, and tumor resection.
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Discussion

The optimal management for elderly patients with newly di-
agnosed GBM represents an ongoing controversy in the field
of neuro-oncology.14 Although the survival advantages of
RT15,16 and later temozolomide CT6,17 have been established
by randomized trials reported over the past 4 decades, the ben-
efit of CMT over single-modality therapy remains unclear in
aging populations. Early studies from the 1970s and 1980s dem-
onstrated a consistent survival advantage with RT among trial-
eligible patients,15,16 establishing adjuvant RT as the stan-
dard of care for nonelderly patients who presented with a
favorable performance status. In 2005, the landmark EORTC-
NCIC trial6 demonstrated improved OS with temozolomide CT
in addition to RT and established CMT as the new standard of
care for nonelderly patients; although, individuals older than
70 years were notably excluded from this trial. In 2007, a
French cooperative (ANOCEF) randomized trial limited to pa-
tients 70 years or older demonstrated an unequivocal OS ad-

vantage with RT over BSC, providing the first level I evidence
for RT specific to elderly patients.1 Subsequently, 2 random-
ized trials comparing single-modality strategies for patients
older than 65 years demonstrated no significant OS advan-
tage of RT alone over CT alone with temozolomide,2,3 intro-
ducing new controversies to the management paradigms for
this population. At present, no randomized data are available
to clarify the effect on OS of CMT over single-modality strat-
egies with either RT alone or CT alone among elderly patients
who are candidates for multimodality therapy.

In this analysis, we report the outcomes for more than
16 000 patients in the United States 65 years or older with
newly diagnosed GBM who were treated with varying com-
binations of RT, CT, and surgery in the modern temozolo-
mide era. In this population, a consistent OS advantage was
observed for patients treated with CMT over single-modality
therapy with RT alone or CT alone. The benefits of CMT
remained significant in multivariate models and propensity
score–matched analyses controlling for important clinical
variables notably including age, comorbidity scores, and

Figure 3. Overall Survival (OS) by Treatment Group Stratified by Age
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tumor resection. Subgroup analyses demonstrated a consis-
tent OS benefit with CMT over single-modality therapy
across sequential age stratifications (65-69, 70-74, 75-79,
and ≥80 years) and tumor resection subgroups. Conversely,
no significant differences in OS were observed in multivari-
ate, propensity score–matched analyses, or subgroup analy-
ses between the single-modality treatment strategies involv-
ing RT alone vs CT alone.

To our knowledge, this analysis represents the largest re-
port of multimodality therapy outcomes specific to elderly pa-
tients with GBM in the temozolomide era. To guide the man-
agement of this population, which has historically been
underrepresented in randomized trials,18 the National Com-
prehensive Cancer Network stratifies contemporary recom-
mendations on the basis of performance status.4 Recom-
mended therapies for patients with a favorable Karnofsky
performance status (KPS, ≥60) include CMT (ie, RT and temo-
zolomide), RT alone, and temozolomide alone, whereas pa-
tients with an unfavorable performance status (KPS, <60) are
recommended to receive single-modality therapy with RT
alone, temozolomide alone, or BSC. Similar recommenda-
tions are also reported in European Society for Medical On-
cology guidelines.5 Acceptance in the neuro-oncology com-
munity of single-modality adjuvant strategies for elderly
patients with GBM generally arises from the challenges that
older patients may have in completing aggressive multimo-
dality therapies,14,19 concerns for increased RT-related cen-
tral nervous system effects in older patients,20 and the re-
ports of randomized trials showing no OS advantage of RT alone
over temozolomide alone.2,3

In the NOA-08 trial, 373 patients older than 65 years were
randomized to dose-dense temozolomide alone vs standard
RT alone (60 Gy/30 Fx) and demonstrated no significant dif-
ferences in survival.3 Similarly, the Nordic trial randomized 342
patients 60 years or older (later amended to ≥65 years) to stan-
dard dose temozolomide alone, hypofractionated RT alone (34
Gy/10 Fx), or standard fractionation RT alone (60 Gy/30 Fx),
and demonstrated a prolongation in median OS with either te-
mozolomide alone or hypofractionated RT alone over stan-
dard fractionation RT.2 Subgroup analyses based on MGMT sta-
tus from each of these trials suggest that, among patients who
are candidates for only 1 modality of therapy, temozolomide
may be the more important intervention for MGMT promoter-
methylated tumors (approximately 35%-45% of patients)
whereas RT may be more important for tumors that are non-
methylated (approximately 55%-65% of patients).21 How-
ever, neither study can inform the selection of elderly pa-
tients who would benefit most from the combination of both
temozolomide and RT, and oncologists are left with the chal-
lenge of reconciling these results with level I evidence sup-
porting CMT in younger patients.6,17

In light of the aforementioned controversies, the most
important findings of the present analysis are related to the
significant OS advantage observed with CMT over single-
modality approaches and the consistent OS benefits
observed on subgroup analyses across sequential age strati-
fications (65-69, 70-74, 75-79, and ≥80 years). A number
of smaller retrospective institutional series, prospective

observational cohorts, and population-based analyses have
reported similar advantages with CMT over single-modality
therapy with RT alone or CT alone (eTable 7 in the Supple-
ment). The NCIC-EORTC phase 3 trial (NCT00482677), which
has now completed accrual, will compare the outcomes for
patients at least 65 years of age treated with RT+temozolomide
vs RT alone in a randomized setting. However, because all
patients in the NCIC-EORTC trial received RT, this study will
not be able to address the benefit of adding RT to CT vs CT alone,
which was associated with a substantial survival advantage in
the present analysis. While the results of prospective trials are
awaited, this large analysis of a prospectively maintained
national tumor registry offers meaningful support to CMT for
elderly patients who are suitable candidates and wish to pursue
multimodality therapy.

Comparisons of single-modality treatment strategies with
RT alone vs CT alone demonstrated no significant differences
in OS in this analysis. These observations appear generally con-
sistent with the aforementioned randomized NOA-08 trial.3

The 3-arm Nordic trial provided more nuanced results, with
the observation of improved OS with temozolomide alone over
standard fractionation RT but similar OS between temozolo-
mide alone and hypofractionated RT. Moreover, the Nordic trial
also reported improved OS for patients older than 70 years
treated with hypofractionated RT over standard fraction-
ation RT2 and separate randomized trials have demonstrated
equivalence of hypofractionated RT with longer RT
schedules,22,23 supporting the role of hypofractionated RT in
the elderly GBM population. However, similar comparisons of
RT schedules were considered inappropriate for this registry
analysis because national guideline recommendations con-
temporary to the study interval still reserved hypofraction-
ated RT for patients with poor prognosis and limited KPS.24 This
analysis also demonstrated superior outcomes with single-
modality strategies of both CT alone and RT alone over no
therapy. These outcomes are largely consistent with the ran-
domized ANOCEF trial of RT vs BSC1 and data supporting te-
mozolomide over BSC from phase 2 and retrospective
analyses.25,26 To our knowledge, this NCDB data set is the larg-
est reported analysis to support an OS advantage of CT alone
over BSC in the temozolomide era.

This analysis has several limitations. Although the demo-
graphic characteristics of patients in this analysis are similar
to those of contemporary trials and population-based data,2,3,27

it is important to acknowledge that no centralized pathologic
review could be performed. The status of MGMT promoter
methylation, which represents a favorable prognostic factor
for survival and a predictive factor for CT response,2,3,28 was
unavailable and potential imbalances favoring CT delivery
among patients with MGMT promoter-methylated tumors
could have artificially improved the survival outcomes asso-
ciated with CT administration. Thus, it is possible that analy-
ses adjusted for MGMT status might have suggested smaller
survival differences in comparisons involving the addition of
CT (ie, CMT vs RT alone and CT alone vs no therapy) and
potentially superior outcomes for RT alone over CT alone,
rather than equivalence. The validated prognostic factor of pa-
tient performance status was also unavailable.29 Although
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comorbidity scores and factors such as age, sex, race, and sur-
gical status can provide some surrogates for patient perfor-
mance and health care access, these factors cannot directly ac-
count for disparities in health and performance status. The
range of unmeasured performance statuses in this analysis may
have also contributed to the inferior OS outcomes observed by
treatment strategy when compared with data from clinical trials
and series from high-volume centers.2,3,30-32 No data were avail-
able for analysis regarding treatment-related toxic effects, cog-
nitive performance, or quality of life. Furthermore, there is no
information on the use of salvage therapies for recurrent dis-
ease. Chemotherapy data were limited to CT administered dur-
ing the temozolomide era without data regarding specific
agents or treatment schedules. Available surgical coding was
limited to tumor resection vs biopsy only, without prognostic
information regarding the extent of tumor resection.33 Dis-
parities were also observed among baseline characteristics
across treatment groups. Efforts to account for these dispari-
ties and the critical limitation of patient selection included the
use of multivariate models, propensity score–matched analy-

ses with well-balanced patient characteristics, and subgroup
analyses evaluating the impact of therapy stratified by age and
tumor resection status.

Conclusions
In this analysis, we report the survival outcomes associated
with different treatment strategies in a large cohort of elderly
patients with newly diagnosed GBM treated in the temozolo-
mide era. When controlling for critical variables including age,
comorbidity scores, and tumor resection, CMT was associ-
ated with a consistent OS advantage over single-modality
therapy with either CT alone or RT alone. The benefits of CMT
remained significant in propensity score–matched analyses and
across sequential age stratifications (65-69, 70-74, 75-79, and
≥80 years). Analyses of single-modality treatment strategies
demonstrated comparable survival with CT alone and RT alone,
and both were superior to no therapy. Overall, this analysis sup-
ports the use of CMT for suitable elderly patient candidates.
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